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Much has been written about
the region in Argentina around
the city of Buenos Aires, the area
better known as the “Pampas.”
Another region, the high windswept plains of Patagonia have
also excited the imagination solely
by their extent of empty space.
But between the humid but treeless grassland of the Pampas of
Argentina, and the desert in the
rainshadow of the Andes mountains, lies a little known belt of
xerophytic forest, commonly known
as “monte,” which in the south
blends into the highland pla.teau
of Patagonia (Fig. 1).

jarilla (Larrea diwricata)
are the
dominant species with the widely
(Condaliu
distributed
piquillin
microphylla).
All these brush species are also found thinly scattered
throughout the xerophytic forest.

Vegetation of the Area

Where caldknes have been killed
by fire or removed by man for
firewood or clearing of the land
for agriculture, jarilla will multiply rapidly and form impenetrable stands, making the area almost
useless for the grazing by livestock.
Within the forest region lie large
areas of rolling hills dominated by
grass vegetation. Occasional thickets of caldhn, chacar, or isolated
piquillin, or sombra de toro (Yodina rhombifolia)
are the only
taller plants found on the coarser
sandy soil of this vegetation type
dominated by cebadilla (Bromus
catharticus),
known in the English-speaking world as rescue grass.
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In the province of La Pampa
I
this forest is dominated by the
c a 1 d 6 n tree (Prosop& calden) 7
which in the mature forest occurs
I
ka
in open stands with the individual
trees from 30 to 50 feet apart
(Fig. 2). Besides the cald6n two
other tree species occur in t,he association, the algarroba (Prosop/i.s
jzcliflora), known in the IJnited
States as mesquite, and the chafiar
decorticans >. To the
( Gourliea
north in the province of San Luis
and C6rdoba the chafiar replaces
the caldkn as the dominant species. Under the trees in the open
forest an abundant cover of grasses
occurs
the most important of
which are Trichloris
mendotina,
Melica macra and several Stipas.
To the west of the caldhn-domiExtension
OC Xerophytic
Forest
and, “FachinaL”
nated forest, and stretching north
Xerophvtic
Forest
into Perti, lies another vegetation
D!l
type, commonly named “fachinal”.
L&i
W&l
Ezl
Here brush species dominate to
the almost complete exclusion of a FIGURE 1. Map of Central Argentina showing the extension of the xerophytic forest
and the fachinal.
grassy understory. Algarroba and
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tering facilities for livestock. Most
of the livestock operators have
now recognized the beneficial aspects of the shade and shelter provided by trees and many fences
have bepn deviated from their
previous straight compass lines to
inelude at least some shaded area
in each pasture.

Also in abundance is the unpalatable olives
(I’lazia
arqenfee)
which with its long root system ia
an excellent soil binder. Together
with tupe (Panicxm wwilleanzlm)
it is the first to inxxle and fix the
uncovered sand dunes in the area.
Some of the other.grasses in the
association nre Setaria geniculata,
Pm longiligula,
Cellchrzls pauciflorzcs, Hordeum
brachyantherwn,
Melica maera and several
more
In Argentina
only the
Stipas.
more distinctive grasses have a
common
name; the rest we
grouped together into “pasta bueno” and “paja brava”, respectirely
good grass and bad grass.
In low depressions where salts
hare collected only Disfichlis striata and other halophytic species
will grow. On other areas the proximity of the water table is indicated by the .&l-known
Pampas
grass (Cortaderia)
(Fig. 3). Several of thrsr areas have been
plowed and seeded to rye or alfalfa as Tinter pastures (Fig. 4).
Heavy grazing has allowed the invasion of Russian thistle (Salsola
k&i) an,3 these pastures are useful
to livestock only in early spring
when the thistle is still succulent
and green. Heary grazing of the
Russian thistle at that time has
been found to reduce the stand
considerably and allow the reestablishment of the original
grass
eoY?r.

Utilization of the Range
I’uhlic range is almost unknown
in Argentina.
The best land has
long ago been granted to Spanish
soldiers or else has been bought or
occupied by other private interests. Federal land has either reverted to the government through
non-payment
of taxes o* is in
sparsely populated and undeveloped area like Patagonia. Almost
all grazing land is fenced off in
the basic land unit of one “legua”,
a square of 3 by 3 miles enclosing
an area of 2,500 hectares or approximately
6,400 acres.
Sometimes these legnas are subdivided
into smaller pastures depending on
the intensity of the livestock operation and th? developmmt of wa-

Both cattle and sheep graze in
the forest and grassland area of
the province of La Pampa. The
sheep are rained as ~001 producers
and the M&no
breed predornnates. Catt,le are bred for sale as
feeders to be fattened on the alfalfa pastures in the province of
T%u~non Aires to the east. The
Shorthorn is the dominant breed in
Argentina,
but both Herefords
and Aberdeen Angus are found in
increasing nnmbers on the range
in addition to crosses of these
brwds with the Shorthorn.
Rainfall in the area averages
from 16 to 10 inches per year, decreasing across the territory from
east to west. The bulk of the rainfall is in the spring and fall season when ‘Yemporalri
will come
in from the Atlantic Ocean and
bring several inches of rain in a
few da>-& In snnuner, thunderstorms provide some moisture but
they are more feared for the fire
danger they bring than wanted for
the rainfall. The wet seasons provide moisture for an abundant
new growth of grasses and the eattle and sheep will graze on the
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open grasslands. During the heat
of the summer they seek the shelter of the forest and praze there
for the most part. In some winters
the seedpods of the calden tree can
be depended on to provide an
abundant feed in addition to the
grasses that have cured on the
stem. The bulls and part of the
breeding herd are mostly overwintered on pastures that have
been seeded to rye or sorghums in
the previous fall, but sheep are
left to browse on the shrubs and
to overwinter as well as they can.
The breeding season for the cattle starts in the spring (September) when the bulls are taken out
of their winter pastures and divided over the herds in the different leguas of the ranch. They remain until the winter round-up,
which takes place after the first
frosts have killed off the flies. At
this round-up the year’s calf crop
is branded, dehorned and eastrated, while those calves ready
for weaning are separated.
The
cows and bulls are vaccinated
against foot-and-mouth disease and
the calves
get a vaccination
against blackleg.
The older animals are run through the chute
and selection takes place according
to age. Old cows are sold locally
while the old bulls are shipped by
railway directly to the packing
houses in Buenos Aires. Heifers
and steers are sold at the local
markets to buyers from the province of Buenos Aires at ages m,rying from 10 months to 2 years.
Spring and fall are the best time
for sales when the rains have
greened up the pastures of the intermediate buyers and have alallowed them to overstock temporarily. Sales take place in groups
of 20 to 50 head. Prices are perhead, all animals in one group being sold at the same price, which
varies between 400 to 700 pesos,
or $14 to $24 at the free exchange
rate of 2g peos to the U. S. dollar.
The sheep run in bands of approximately 300 per legua. At the
end of the winter they are rounded
up and the lambs are docked, cas-

trated and earmarked. The sheep
are counted at this time to establish their exact number for the
time of shearing a month later,
and older sheep are culled and
held separate for consumption on
the ranch. Shearing takes place in
October after the spring rains and
is done by contract. After shearmg, the sheep are held in forested
pastures where they can find shelter against the detrimental effects
of rain and frosts which are still
a probability at this time of the
year. A few weeks after shearing
the sheep are dipped to control external parasites.
Lambs are
weaned and put into separate pastures in readiness for shipping by
railway to the market in the city
of Buenos Aires, 500 miles to the
east. The old equipment of the
Argentine railways and the scarcity of ears has made it necessary
to order railroad cars and fix shipping dates for lambs for months
beforehand vhen the ranchers do
not e”~n know the amount of lambs
they mill ham available to send
to market.
Prospects for Improvements
Lack of appreciation
for the
problems of the range has caused
this resource to be nrglected. Management of the livestock is the
base of the ranch operations in
this part of Argentina, while the
range is considered as a fixed
item influenced only by the an-

nual rainfall. Range eonditiou is
determined largely by the condition of the livestock grazing on it.
Bad distribution of the livestock
over the range due to scarce water
derelopments and faulty or eon,plete absence of salting practices
has caused overgrazing in many
parts of the area. This is especially noticeable in the pastures
near the ranch headquarters and
corrals where horses are kept
throughout the year and which get
heavy use at the time the livestock
are worked.
Recent research in Argentina
has concentrated on crop agriculture, sometimes practiced on definitely sub-marginal land.
Even
there extension service and other
met hods
of disseminating the
knowledge of modern agricultural
practices are inadequate. Commercial quantities of grass seeds are
available for only a few species,
Crested wheatgrass became available only in 1953. Experiments
with this species began after its
fame had spread from the United
States. Little research has been
conducted with native species on
their adaptability to range reseeding or other improvement praetiees.
Argentina exports most of the
prodnct,s of her livestock industry.
Reeeut manipulation of exchange
rates combined with control of
credit exerted a depressing influewe on the prices in this industry
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and was one of the main causes for
the slow recovery after the drought
of 1950-52.
Conclusion

indicators of range condition and
the possibilities of range improvement through special grazing systems.

Introduction
of modern range
management methods is essential to
stop the decline of the range in
Argentina.
Better animal husbandry practices such as shorter
breeding season to insure a more
uniform calf crop, better selection
based on the culling of non-producing breeding stock, and the use
of good bulls will lessen the grazing pressure on the range without
appreciably
lowering the reproduction of the herds. The ranch
operators should also be made
aware of the value of plants as

Improvement of the range itself
must wait until the cost of such a
program comes more in line with
the prices received for the products
of the range. The following statistics of the ranch in the neighborhood of Victorica
where the
writer worked will bear this out.
This ranch had an income from
sales of wool, cattle and sheep
equivalent to $15,000 while annual
costs amounted to $12,300. The
ranch occupied a total area of
43,000 acres, of which 18,000 acres
were open grassland, 14,000 acres
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California has about 22,000,OOO
acres on which annual plants predominate in the herbaceous cover.
This is known as the California annual-type vegetation (Talbot, Biswell and Hormay, 1939). The flora
is made up of many different species, as many as 200 or 300 per
square mile. As many as 35 and
commonly 15 to 20 species have
been recorded for a square foot of
ground. Seed production is generally high, even under adverse
weather conditions and fairly close
grazing. Burcham (1955) reported
yields of 400 to 1,600 pounds per
acre in open grassland ranges. The
vegetational cover varies greatly
from place to place and from season to season depending upon such
factors as variable weather, kind
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of soil, degree and season of grazing, and occurrence of fire (Talbot and Biswell, 1942; Hervey,
19’49 ; Kadish, 1955 ; Biswell, 1955).
To learn more about the ecology
of the annual-type
vegetation,
counts were made of individual
plants on 152 sample plots over a
period of three years at the San
Joaquin Experimental Range,2 in
the Central Sierra Nevada foothills
of California. This area is fairly
representative of a vast portion of
the 22,000,OOOacres of the annualtype vegetation.
Another reason
for making the counts was to test
the practicability
of this method
of sampling yearly and seasonal
changes in the resident annual-type
vegetation.
Plant Numbers and %rvival

In Dense Bands

Soon after the first rains in the
fall, ground that has been virtually
zA branch of the California
Range Experiment
Station.
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were forest and the rest bordered
on fachinal. In 1954 the number
of animals amounted to 1,300 head
of cattle and 2,000 head of sheep.
This was considered one of the
richer ranches in the region.
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too dry during late summer for
plants to, grow becomes literally
covered with thousands of annual
plants. Approximately 50 percent
of those in dense stands die before
reaching maturity, and one-half to
three-fourths of those remaining
are stunted plants. This sequence
of development was followed for
three years by counting the individual plants on the 152 sample
plots.
During the first year the young
seedlings were counted on 0.2 x 0.2foot square sods taken from the
very densest stands obtainable of
certain abundant range plants.
Converted to a square-foot basis,
four samples of soft chess (Bromus
mollis) averaged 17,433 plants per
square foot; four of foxtail fescue
(Pestuca megalura) 20,875 ; and
nine of broadleaf filaree (Erodium
botrys) 1,048. Scattered in with
the broadleaf filaree were about an
equal number of other plants,
mainly grasses. These averaged
1,600 per square foot for the nine
plots.
On the densest plots the seedlings
were about as thick as they could
possibly grow. Foxtail fescue seedlings, being the smallest, occurred
in the greatest numbers. Broadleaf
filaree seedlings are relatively large
and not nearly as many can grow
on a given unit of area.
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